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Abstract 
This project was a joint effort between National Grid and our project team to develop a single 
model to calculate estimated time of restoration for both  pre and post storm.  A database 
containing storm dates, a severity indicator, crew hours, and customers interrupted was 
developed.   This database was used to determine crew hour requirements based on storm 
severity  predicted forecasts and based on actual customer interrupted provided by PowerOn.   
 4
Executive Summary 
For the past seven months, our MQP group has been developing a model that will permit 
the National Grid (NG) to calculate an Estimated Time Restoration (ETR) for power 
interruptions based on forecasts from the WSI Corporation and from the actual number of 
customers interrupted from NG’s PowerOn system.   This model is designed in Microsoft Excel 
and is intended to provide NG with a statistically accurate representation of crew hour 
requirements based on past storm data that can used for internal work and be presented to 
customers and government regulators.    
During A and B terms of the 2007/2008 academic year we were successful in obtaining 
weather and crew hour requirement data which had been a problem for past project teams.  We 
also assembled the database for statistical analysis and for future use in the model.  During this 
analysis we decided to stratify the data based on event type and Power Disruption Index (PDI) 
instead of regression analysis.  With 186 data entries in the database we were limited to filtering 
by event type and PDI instead of our previous plan, which also included seasonal filtering.  
When more data becomes available to NG it is possible to add seasonal filtering back into the 
model.   
After the initial development of the Model, we presented it to National Grid in December 
of 2007 for critique.  Overall the model was to their liking and functioned as planned with a few 
suggestions to have it work well with their business operations.   Suggestions included changes 
to the way the ETR graph was presented, including a severity multiplier, changing the 
confidence interval from 95%, 97.5% and 99% to “low”, “medium” and “high” respectively to 
correspond to the weather reports NG receives from WSI.   
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During C term of 2008 these changes were made and the model was formally presented 
to NG for final approval.  In this meeting one last request was made that an input be added so 
NG could state the desired ETR length and have an output of how many crews would be 
required.  With the model approved by NG, a set of instructions were produced for NG to 
correspond with the final version of the model.   
Overall, the model demonstrated the soundness of the design and meets or exceeds the 
needs and project requirements set by National Grid.  We recommend the following actions for 
development and upkeep:  Develop an automated system to input data into the database to insure 
that records are kept up to date; after sufficient data points are available, reactivate the seasonal 
filters so the model can account for factors that are present during different times of the year.   
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I. Introduction 
 
Severe weather conditions, such as hurricanes and high wind gusts, can cause damage to 
the surrounding environment. Many times, such intense weather situations and damages cause 
interruptions to customers’ ability to receive electric power. Severe damage can leave 
customers without power for days or weeks at a time. It is difficult for customers to properly 
plan for power outages, especially when utility companies are unable to accurately notify 
customers about a potential power outage.  It is important for utility companies to take a 
proactive approach to determine when a power outage will occur and how long it will take to 
restore the power. 
Ideally, power utility companies, such as National Grid, would know exactly how long it 
takes for electricity to be repaired after a storm occurs.  The firm will be able to estimate the 
amount of time needed to restore electric power based on the number of crews available to 
work on repairing damages and the total amount of damage that occurred.  Utility firms must 
also be able to report out these predictions before severe weather conditions hit, based on 
weather forecasts. There is currently no tool or system in place to automatically calculate 
predicted damages or the time it takes to repair them before the storm takes place. Although 
progress has been made to predict the crew hours and time required to repair storm damage, 
this is typically done once the storm has hit and damage assessment has already been made. 
National Grid would like to further advance these predictions to have a better estimation before 
damage is done. Not only will this allow National Grid to quickly report to customers and 
regulators a more accurate estimated time to restore power, but will allow the company to stage 
the crews needed in a more timely matter.  
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The goal of our project is to create a tool in Microsoft Excel that will allow National 
Grid to report the Estimated Time of Restoration (ETR) when customers’ power is interrupted 
and as a function of levels of crew deployment. This tool will allow the user to enter forecasted 
weather data, which will generate the ETR of an incoming storm, prior to the severe weather 
conditions being present.  Specific weather data that must be entered to predict the ETR 
include expected storm type and storm severity.  The user can also select a confidence level at 
which to view the estimated crew hour requirements for the incoming storm, as well as a range 
of crews that will be available to work on the storm repairs.  There is also an option of entering 
the number of customers who have been affected, which will generate a post storm ETR as 
well.  This will allow National Grid to be more proactive when estimating the effects that 
severe weather conditions will have on electric power, while still reporting accurate 
predictions.   
To complete this project, we have created a database of past storm data using 
information that National Grid has provided to us.  Using daily weather forecasts from 2006 
and 2007, we were able to match the severe weather alert forecasts to the corresponding line 
crew numbers. Included in this database are particular storms categorized by type of event, 
date, region, and severity level.  This tool will identify similar storm(s) and factor in variations 
of storm severity (changing the crew hour requirements as a correlation to past storms). We 
have written a macro to automatically filter through the database, and output storm data that 
corresponds to the inputted data.  Based on this information, crew hour requirements for the 
current storm will be estimated using raw data from past storms in New England.  
The model will predict the ETR before a storm hits and before damage is assessed. 
Weather forecasts will determine the type of incoming storm, the severity and the number of 
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customers interrupted. Our model will allow the user to input this information from the forecast 
to determine the ETR at an earlier and effective time. 
  
II. Background 
Company Background 
 National Grid is a London-based company whose core business is delivering energy to 
customers. National Grid USA is a wholly-owned subsidiary of National Grid that serves 
approximately 3.4 million customers over 29,000 square miles within the states of New York, 
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and New Hampshire1. National Grid’s electric distribution 
network includes a total of over 72,000 miles of lines, which will be explained in further detail in 
the next section. Within the United States, National Grid owns and operates 6,000 miles of 
electricity transmission lines in New York alone, and approximately 3,000 miles of electricity 
transmission lines in New England. These particular lines are part of National Grid’s 
international business. National Grid revenues for 2006 were approximately $8.2 billion. 
                                                     
 
Power Transmission and Distribution Grid 
 
 Electricity travels to customers via a power distribution grid. The power distribution grid 
is a channel in which electricity is transmitted from a power plant to the customer.  The power 
plant is the origin of the power grid. Power plants use a spinning electric generator to produce 
the electricity which we use every day.  These generators need something to create the spinning, 
which could be a gas turbine, or water wheel in a hydroelectric dam, but will likely be a steam 
turbine.  Power first flows from the generator to a transmission substation at the plant. Here, 
1 National Grid. (n.d.). Retrieved September 13, 2007, from 
http://www.nationalgridus.com/non_html/a2_us_facts.pdf 
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large transformers increase the electricity to high voltages to be carried long distances, up to 300 
miles2. Power then travels through long distance transmission lines to a power substation. The 
substation contains a different transformer, which steps-down the volts of electricity, and splits 
the electric power into multiple directions.  Electricity then travels through shorter, lower-voltage 
distribution lines3.  Smaller transformers along the lines step down the electricity voltage even 
further so it is usable for customers. At this point the lines can be taped and the electricity 
connected to the individual buildings to receive power4. 
The distribution grid covers a great deal of area.  When severe weather events occur, 
various points along the grid can be damaged, causing customers’ electric power to be 
interrupted.  Precautions are taken to lessen the severity of line damages during severe weather 
conditions, such as placing extra wires along the distribution lines to attract lightning. However, 
when damages do occur, utility companies  providing electricity take action to ensure customers 
will receive power.  
Outage Management Procedure 
 
Planning for power outages can prove to be a difficult task for electric utility companies, 
especially since the power distribution grid covers a great deal of distance and damage can occur 
                                                     
2 Brain, M. (n.d.). Retrieved September 15, 2007, from 
http://science.howstuffworks.com/power.htm  
 
3 Bennett, Laura, Kennedy, Andrew, and Stevenson, Mark (2007).  “NGMQP – Storm 
Damage Planning Project Report” Microsoft Word Document.  10 September 2007. 12 
4 Bennett, Laura, Kennedy, Andrew, and Stevenson, Mark (2007).  “NGMQP – Storm 
Damage Planning Project Report” Microsoft Word Document.  10 September 2007. 12 
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anywhere along the channel.  Severe weather situations, such as hurricanes, ice storms, and 
thunderstorms, impact customers’ ability to receive electric power when damages along the 
utility distribution grid occur. Customers could go without electricity for days, or even weeks, 
depending on the severity of the damages.  
Before the storm hits, the utility company performs as evaluation of what the potential 
damage will be and where.  The utility firm knows that damages will occur and have an 
estimation of where; prepared crews are then staged to immediately begin repairing damages 
once the storm hits. For especially severe storms, crews will be called in from other utility firms 
from other regions of the country5.  
Most firms have systems to predict damages that will occur during a storm.  Different 
variables are accounted for before the storm hits to estimate the time required repairing the 
damages. When electric power goes out, customers call the utility company notifying them of the 
interruption. National Grid uses a tool known as PowerOn to automatically total the number of 
customer complaint calls in each region.  National Grid determines what feeders (power 
distribution cells) are likely to be affected and to what severity. Attempts are made to predict 
damages according to the specific type of storm and history of the region. As the storm 
progresses and utility crews are able to assess physical damages, workers record the specific 
damages and the necessary tasks needing to be performed. This is done using the National Grid 
Damage Patrol Assessment Sheet. An example is shown in Appendix G. Based on number of 
                                                     
5 Brain, M. (n.d.). Retrieved September 15, 2007, from 
http://science.howstuffworks.com/power.htm  
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customer complaint calls, feeder information, and raw damage assessments from crews in the 
field, the Outage Management System (OMS) logs the customer calls and prepares crews to 
repair damage to a particular site6. Currently, many companies have the ability to prepare for 
smaller, less severe weather situations and storms.  Most companies are also trying to extend the 
scope of their systems to be able to better prepare for larger scale storms in a more proactive 
manner.  
Estimated Time of Restoration 
 
The Estimated Time of Restoration, or ETR, is a figure that the utility company releases 
to customers and regulators that gives an approximate time frame for when the electricity will be 
restored after an outage.  It is found by calculating how many hours the utility crews need to 
repair all of the damage. Then by converting it to a range of dates, it allows the customer to have 
a general idea when power will be restored.  The ETR is updated accordingly even after a storm 
has passed depending on how long actual repairs are taking.    
 National Grid has an obligation to calculate ETRs and present them to regulators.  
Regulators require that utility firms show the process for generating ETRs, so there is 
justification for holding the utility accountable if actual restoration times are much later than the 
ETRs.  Early calculations and predictions of ETRs for approaching storms allow utility 
companies to provide better customer service.  Early and accurate predictions will allow 
customers to be prepared for possible outages before a storm affects a region or in the early 
                                                     
6 Brain, M. (n.d.). Retrieved September 15, 2007, from 
http://science.howstuffworks.com/power.htm  
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stages of an outage.  National Grid can also benefit from understanding how long an outage 
could last under different scenarios in order to improve their operation efficiency.  The firm 
presumably would be able to have the correct number of crews staged prior to a storm in order to 
restore power in a desired amount of time.  For this reason, an accurate ETR prediction can be 
vital to a utility company such as National Grid.   
  
Background Methodology 
 
Statistical Analysis 
 
We will be using statistical analysis to investigate the theoretical piece of our project. 
This  includes investigating Normal Distribution and the Center + Error  Model and how they 
relate to storm data we are collecting. 
Normal Distribution 
 A normal distribution can is easily identifiable by its symmetric bell curve shape.  The 
mathematical form of this distribution is defined by two parameters; the mean and the variance.  
The mean is the location parameter; it changes only where the curve is centered, due to its 
previously mentioned symmetric shape.  The variance is the scale parameter; it measures the 
scale by which the distribution is spread upon.  Each normal distribution model is centered about 
the mean and is symmetric about the variance. 7 
                                                     
7 Petrucelli, 1999 
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Center + Error Model 
 A basic model to describe statistical reference is the C + E model, which stands for 
Center + Error. The standard formula is: 
     Y = μ + ε 
where Y is the response, equal to an unknown mean, μ, plus an error value, ε8.  We assume that 
there are n observations, and that there is a true value for the mean, but multiple factors can 
affect the observed values over time.  Hence, including an error value with the true mean best 
represents the response.  This is to account for variations among different observations.  When 
we assume that the number of observations is large, and we can compute the variance between 
observations, then the Z-value can be obtained; hence the confidence interval for the mean can 
be calculated9.  
Information from Experts 
 At times gathering information requires the researcher to consult with Subject Matter 
Experts (SMEs) to extract data that cannot be obtained through experiments, observations, or 
other methods of acquiring data. In our project, it was useful to talk with persons who have had 
first-hand experience with this industry. They have the most knowledge on this matter, and the 
kind of information we need to complete the project cannot be obtained through other methods 
of research. Understanding the background of the SME is crucial to engage the person to 
effectively obtain data. We have primarily spoken with two workers at National Grid to gather 
the majority of data for our project. Our main point of contact, Paul Graham, is the manager of 
Operations Performance Improvement at the Northborough site. Paul understands what the 
project entails and has been able to provide us with valuable information. Tom Murphy, Head of 
                                                     
8 Pertucelli, p. 230 
9 Pertucelli, p. 244 
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Emergency has also worked with us to provide us with databases and spreadsheets of useful 
weather information from National Grid.  
Changes from Previous Projects 
Two prior project teams have undertaken the task of preparing an ETR calculator for 
National Grid.  In 2006 Professor Noonan provided National Grid with RESTORE.  RESTORE 
was a interim program developed for use until a following MQP team could produce a calculator 
for National Grid.  In the spring of 2007 two calculators were provided to National Grid; one was 
a pre-damage assessment and the other a post-damage assessment.  The pre-damage calculator 
only used theoretical data. The post-damage calculator would only be valuable after the storm 
had occurred and damage in the field was assessed. After the resulting calculators were presented 
to National Grid some changes were requested. The ETRs produced in previous projects were 
not sufficientlyaccurate  nor did they generate estimates early enough in the event life cycle.   
Post Damage Assessment 
The first of the major changes to the project was to alter a major portion of the previous 
two MQP’s. The post damage assessment was previously included to predict crew hours needed 
after the storm was over using real-time data collected from the storm. Our model will not 
include this for several reasons. The first is the accuracy of the data. According to National Grid 
individuals that do not have the necessary training to accurately evaluate the damaged feeders 
often collect the data. This leads to data that has a strong possibility of being inaccurate and 
therefore not useful. Also, this post damage calculator is meant to be utilized after the storm has 
been completed. With the amount of time taken to gather the data, the efficiency of the tool is 
called into question. After discussion with officials from National Grid, these two issues have led 
to the removal of this part of the program. Also included in the Post Damage Model was a 
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function that created a reverse calculation giving the numbers of crews needed based on the 
desired ETR and actual customers interrupted.   
Pre-Damage Assessment 
Our group has made some significant changes to the model that was presented to 
National Grid last year. The ETR that would be generated was based primarily on theoretical 
data. The Pre-Damage Assessment Calculator from the 2006-2007 WPI MQP student team was 
also unable to accurately predict and calculate the ETR needed for storms.  
Interface 
Upon our initial meeting one of the major concerns from the previous projects was the 
user interface. The layout of the original model was based solely in Excel. It was very compact  
and contained everything on one page. This made it difficult for users to distinguish inputs and 
was generally hard to read. The user interface for this year’s project will, like last year’s project, 
will be based in Excel. The major difference will be the incorporation of visual basic applications 
and have clear indication of inputs and outputs on one page. The visual basic programming will 
allow the program and model to error check inputs and ensure accuracy. The interface is clearer 
because the “behind the scenes” calculations are performed on separate worksheets, connected to 
the inputs and outputs.   
Functionality and Accuracy 
One of the major concerns with the original model is its lack of hard data. The student 
team collected information by speaking to the subject matter experts and making educated 
guesses on storm recovery time. This model was relatively inaccurate and it was recommended 
by the previous teams to include real-time data in any model improvements. Our model will 
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include five different criteria for evaluating a storm: Power Disruption Index (PDI), Customers 
Interrupted, Line Crews, month of storm, and confidence level. As we will later find, the month 
is not as vital as the other criteria. 
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III. Data Analysis  
 National Grid provided us with several types of data files from which we extracted 
pertinent statistics about historic weather reports. We were also able to extract more specific 
information about a limited number of storms in the last two years, particularly in regards to 
crew hours worked for particular storms. The following sections describe the files we obtained 
data from and how we used this data to construct our database.    
 23
 Past Weather Data 
National Grid worksheet 
The model database was constructed using raw data from National Grid. An important 
worksheet we gathered information from was the “Details on Storms and Other Events 
 Figure 1: File 2-06_7-25.xls, "Details on Storms and Other Events Impacting over 50,000 Customers During Last 
10 Years 
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Impacting Over 50,000 Customers During Last 10 Years” data sheet, located within the Excel 
file “2-06_7-25-07.xls”.  A snapshot of this file is displayed in Figure 1. This file consists of 
specific dates of a storm event, number of company line crews, various other line crews if 
needed, ratio of customers interrupted to line crews, company support employees, number of 
events, customers interrupted, peak number of customers interrupted, location, mean wind speed, 
max wind speed, max wind gust, and precipitation.  
Figure 2:  Screenshot of one row of data from Details on Storms and Other Events Impacting Over 50,000 
Customers During Last 10 Years 2-06_7-25-07.xls 
 
This file provided us with specific dates of events in which National Grid had recorded 
information about customers interrupted. Figure 2 displays one row of data for an event from the 
“2-06_7-25-07.xls” file; the date of the event in the leftmost column, with corresponding data for 
that particular event within the same Excel row. These rows allowed us to see which storms for 
those specific dates had recorded number of crews, labeled “Company Line Crews” in column B, 
and the number of customers interrupted, labeled “CI” in column K. This is apparent in Figure 3. 
Columns C, D, and E also had crew information in addition to crews from the company.   
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Figure 3: Screenshot of one row of data from Details on Storms and Other Events Impacting Over 
50,000 Customers During Last 10 Years  of 2-06_7-25-07.xls : August 2, 2006 data including Customers 
Interrupted value  
In order for our model to generate the ETR, the number of crew hours worked needs to be 
available. Therefore, our model database needs to output the required crew hours for past events; 
this value will be needed when calculating required crew hours for a current storm.  Past crew 
hours for individual storms have not been regularly recorded and available for use; this was a 
value we needed to generate using other data provided to us. We calculated the crew hours using 
‘Line Crews’ amounts from the “Details on Storms and Other Events Impacting Over 50,000 
Customers During Last 10 Years” file.  Figure 4 shows the Company Line Crews, Contractor 
Line Crews, Contractor Tree Crews, and Crews from Other Utilities data in columns B through 
E.  We summed the values of B – E to generate a total amount of crews used for the particular 
event in a row.  In Figure 4, this particular event on August 2, 2006 used a total of 200 line hours 
[98 + 25 + 77 + 0].   
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  Figure 4:  Line Crews amount from 2-06_7-25-07.xls 
To calculate the crew hours for a past storm, the model required the number of days crews 
worked on the event, which is recorded under ‘Notes’ in column R of the “Details on Storms and 
Other Events Impacting Over 50,000 Customers During Last 10 Years” file.  This is shown in 
Figure 5. We’ve been informed by National Grid that crews typically work a 16-hour day. Thus,  
       Figure 5:  Screenshot of 2-06_7-25-07.xls number of days event took and was worked on 
 
the product of the number of days, total amount of crews, and the 16-hour shift is the CREW 
Hours value in column W of our database for the model, which is illustrated in Figure 6. From 
the example event on August 2, 2006, we see that total crews were summed to 200 (from Figure 
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4) the event was 3 days (from Figure 5), and the product of those values and the 16-hour shift is 
9600 in column W (Figure 6). 
 
 
  
Figure 6: CREW Hours for August 2, 2006 event: from Final_Model 'Database'  
 
WSI Severe Weather Forecasts 
 
The majority of the information for our model database was extracted from a compilation 
of Outlook files. These email Outlook files are forecasts for every day in 2006 and a portion of 
2007, sent to National Grid by the WSI Corporation, a company which forecasts severe weather 
conditions and alerts various firms about such conditions10.  Each email specifies in the subject 
line if the weather forecast is ‘Severe’. These forecasts are essentially summaries of weather data 
that the WSI Corporation has calculated; they predict that the specified data will be the 
conditions occurring in the given area during the given times.  Contained in each email is the 
storm type, date, zones affected, Power Disruption Index (PDI), precipitation amount, maximum 
wind speed, minimum wind speed, and temperature.  Figure 6 is a sample email from WSI to 
National Grid. As you can see, this forecast for August 2, 2006 predicts a thunderstorm in the 
Bay State West area, with a PDI of 2.  
                                                     
10 WSI. About WSI Corporation.  (2005 ) WSI. Retrieved  January 9, 2008, from  
 <http://www.wsicorp.com/corporate/default.asp> 
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Figure 7: Example WSI Severe Weather Alert for August 2, 2006 
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Model Database  
 
Similarly to the “Details on Storms and Other Events Impacting Over 50,000 Customers 
During Last 10 Years” file, we constructed our model database with dates in the leftmost 
columns, broken down by Year, Month, and Day in columns A, B, and C respectively. We 
‘froze’ these three columns in Excel so the user can scroll to the right and left to view other 
columns, while still having the Year, Month, and Day visible at all times. Figure 9 illustrates this 
function, as one can view column X and simultaneously view the dates in columns A – C.  
We viewed each severe forecast email from 2006 and 2007 individually and recorded the 
information into an Excel spreadsheet. We divided data categories  into separate columns. 
Although we obtained all available daily forecasts from 2006 and 2007, which totals over one 
thousand forecasts, we only recorded forecast information from a total of 183 notifications. 
These were emails that specifically identified that severe weather conditions were present. This 
information was put into our final Excel model, under a worksheet tab labeled “Database”. 
Hence, the Database tab of our model contains all the information from WSI forecasts, 183 storm 
events. The following table shows how we positioned the data in the spreadsheet.  
Column  Data Possible entries 
A Year  2006, 2007 
B Month  January – December 
C Day  1 – 31 
D Zone  Bay State North, Bay State South, Bay State West, Granite 
State, Granite State, Nantucket, NSTAR Boston, Ocean State, 
Vermont Central, Vermont North, Vermont South  
F Event Freezing Rain, Heat, Heavy Rain, Sustained Winds, 
Thunderstorm, Tropical, Wind Gusts 
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G Secondary Event Flooding, Wind Gusts 
H PDI 1, 2, 3 
I Event Begin 
Time 
“Through the night” OR a specific hour (i.e. 1:00AM) 
J Event End Time Specific hour (i.e. 1:00AM)  
K Month January – December 
L Day 1 – 31 
M Total Event Time Difference between “Event End Time” and Event Begin 
Time”  
N Confidence 
Level (based on 
email forecast 
from WSI) 
Low, Medium, High 
O Wind Gusts >, =, < 40, 50 mph  
P Lightning Occasional, Frequent 
Q Rain Amount 
(inches) 
>, =, < 0, ¼, 1, 2, 3 
R Snow Amount >, =, < 0, ¼, ½  
S Ice Amount >, =, < 0, ¼, ½ 
T Sustained Winds 15 – 60 mph 
U Wind Gusts 15 – 60 mph 
V Heat Index 0, >90, >95 
W CREW Hours Calculated crew hours based on given line crews, days, and 
shift hours   
X CI (Customers 
Interrupted) 
Number of recorded customers interrupted from National Grid 
Table 1: Model Database index 
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Table 1 displays the information we physically typed into Excel for our model database. 
The first column in Table 1 is the ‘Column’ in our Database tab, starting with column A and 
ending with column X. Therefore, the year of a storm event is listed in column A in the Database 
tab of our model; the month of the storm event is listed in column B; the day of the storm event 
is listed in column C, and so on.   
In the middle column of Table 1 we have listed specific categories of data; we retrieved 
these categories from the daily weather forecasts sent to National Grid. This includes year, 
month, day, zone, event, and so on. 
 The last column in Table 1 displays values that we have entered in the cells under the 
given column. For the year under column A within the Database of our model, we have entered 
either 2006 or 2007; looking under column H within the Database (see Figure 8), we have 
entered 1, 2, or 3 for the PDI value; under column I we have entered a specific hour for when the 
event starts, or “Through the night” if that is what the email indicated for timing of the event, and 
so on.  Figure 8 depicts a portion what the Database tab of our model looks like with the 
information provided from Table 1. This next section further describes how we assembled the 
Database tab in our model. 
As mentioned in the previous section, we’ve inserted given information from WSI email 
forecasts into our model database. This was only used for the information in columns A – V, the 
Year through the Heat Index information. The last two columns, values in columns W and X of 
our database, have been either manually calculated or previously collected from the “Details on 
Storms and Other Events Impacting Over 50,000 Customers During Last 10 Years” data sheet. 
As you can see from Figures 8 and 9, the model database is separated by event date, each within 
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an individual row.  A greater portion of the database is shown in a screenshot in Appendix D. 
Each row’s information (data for columns A – V) has been taken directly from an individual mail 
from the Outlook files that National Grid provided us with.   
 
Figure 8: Screenshot of model database, from 'Database' tab in Final_Model Excel file (displaying 
columns A-C and T-X) 
When constructing the last two columns of the database, we copied the customer 
interrupted values from column K in the “Details on Storms and Other Events Impacting Over 
50,000 Customers During Last 10 Years” file, shown in Figure 3, into column X of our model 
database.  This customer interrupted value that we inserted is illustrated in Figure 9. In this 
example, the customers interrupted value (or CI) is 80,870. Mentioned above in the ‘National 
Grid Worksheet’ section, Column W consists of a value that has been manually calculated by us, 
determining the required CREW Hours for that particular event.  
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This database is the primary building block for the creation of the ETR Model. The 
information collected will allow us to correlate incoming storm data and sort based on similar 
qualities. The model, which will be described in greater depth in the next section, has been 
constructed with and have incorporated National Grid’s needs along with improved statistical  
Figure 9: Screenshot of model database, from 'Database' tab in Final_Model excel file (displaying columns A 
– H) 
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 processes from the previous model.  We have been able to manipulate and correlate the data to 
provide Crew Hours from previous storms and create predictions based on this information. This 
additional information has made it possible to create a model that is not based primarily on 
estimated data but on real data, giving National Grid a more accurate ETR.   
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 IV. Model/Deliverables 
 
The model consists of two separate functions,the first of which is a Pre-Damage Model. 
This part of the model uses incoming weather data to predict possible damages from incoming 
storms. The second part of the model is a Post-Damage Model. Building on the first section, this 
part of the model allows the end user to obtain more accurate information about Estimated Time 
of Restoration based on actual outages.  All inputs and desired outputs are located on the 
“Forms” tab of our model.   
Pre Model:  
 Inputs 
 The Pre Model inputs are comprised of two types of data input. The first type of input 
consists of visual basic list boxes, which allow for a multiple-choice selection. The second type 
of input is manual user inputs. The visual basic list consists of data that is found on Severe 
Weather Alerts from WSI. A list box is a form within Excel that has one string of text per line. 
The user can only select one line within the box, creating a straightforward, multiple-choice 
option for the user.  
The four inputs for four different list boxes are: Event Type, Predicted PDI, Confidence 
Level and Month. The Event Type categorizes seven storm types: Freezing Rain, Heat, Heavy 
Rain, Sustained Wind, Thunderstorms, Tropical Events, and Wind Gusts (these events are 
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defined by WSI11). The Predicted PDI (Power Disruption Index) is based on a scale of 1-4, 1 
being the lowest damage and 4 being the highest. The Confidence Level is based on a High 
(99%), Medium (97.5%) and Low (95%) scale, founded on the likely hood of the event 
happening. The user can select the appropriate input for each box by using a mouse and clicking 
the desired line within the box. 
Within the model, manual inputs are denoted by Blue Cells with Double Line Borders on 
the “Forms” tab. In the Pre-Damage Model there are four manual inputs: Minimum Crews 
Available, Maximum Crews Available, Shift Time (Hours), and Severity Multiplier. The 
Minimum and Maximum Crews Available can be any value from a 1 to 1000 crew range; the 
range must fall within these specifications, but the minimum may start at any value. The crew 
range should be based on actual crews that can be used.  
The Shift Time Input should always default to 16 hours in a crew shift, but it can be 
changed based on availability of crews and the needs of National Grid. 
 The final input is a Severity Multiplier. This function was added at the request of 
National Grid. The severity multiplier increases the Forecasted Crew Hours (and affects the 
output graph) based on a percentage  of the actual forecast. This function can be used to 
incorporate any additional issues that may arise based on the user’s understanding of the event or 
any previous events or information that might warrant consideration. One of the major reasons 
for the incorporation of this input is the lack of data. As more data is introduced into the model 
this function will become less needed and the model becomes more accurate.  
                                                     
11 WSI. “WSI Severe Weather Alert.” E-mails to Division of Operations, New England National 
Grid. 2006 & 2007.  
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Model Calculations  
The model function works in two separate steps. The first step is a database filter. The 
Event Type, Predicted PDI, and Months inputs each correspond to a different number on the 
“Sub-Reference Sheet” in the Excel Model. These numbers are connected to the “Filter Sheet” 
using  {If, And and OR} statements. Based on the following criteria the filter sorts data from the 
“Database” previously described in Section 3 and displays it on the filter page where the data is 
used in the secondary calculations. The Event Types filters specifically for the specified event, 
while the other two filters use a range.  The PDI is on a scale of 1-4 and is built into the model to 
include any storms that have a plus-one/minus-one Range (e.g. selecting a PDI of 3 would filter 
and retrieve for storms with a 2, 3 or 4 PDI).  
The Month Filter in the model is currently disabled. The original function sorted storms 
with a plus-one/minus-one range (to represent seasonal shifts in weather patterns). After 
speaking with Paul Graham of National Grid and analyzing the outputted data, it was clear that 
there was not enough data to support this function. Therefore, the model filter includes all storms 
that fall within the previous criteria regardless of selected month. As National Grid collects and 
adds data to the database, it would be beneficial to enable this function to generate increased 
accuracy in the ETR Forecast. Once the primary data is filtered it appears in  the “Filter” portion 
of the spread sheet.  
Figure 10: Screenshot of Model Filter, for Heat event 
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 Then the secondary calculations take place. The Average Crew Hours, Average 
Customers Interrupted and the Average PDI are calculated using only the filtered data. The PDI 
Crew Hour (CH) coefficient, PDI Customer Interrupted (CI) coefficient and the Customers 
Interrupted coefficient are calculated. The PDI CH Coefficient is defined as the [Average PDI / 
Average Crew hours]. The PDI CI Coefficient is defined as the [Average PDI / Average 
Customers Interrupted]. The Customers Interrupted Coefficient is defined as [Average Crew 
Hours / Average Customers Interrupted]. The Coefficients are the primary base for the Center + 
Error calculation in the ETR Data worksheet and is used to calculate the Forecast Crew Hours. 
From these calculations, and the filtered data, the Forecast ETR is calculated. For each 
value in the Minimum and Maximum Crew Hours range, the ETR is calculated: [Forecasted 
Customers Interrupted / (Number of Crews * Shift Time (Hours))]. As the number of crews 
increase in the range the ETR decreases.  The forecasted Customers Interrupted value is based on 
previous storm data that is collected: [(Selected PDI / PDI CI Coefficient + Std Dev CI * Z 
value) * (1+Severity Multiplier)].  
We have calculated means  to obtain average PDI, Customers Interrupted, and Crew 
Hours. We calculated these means by summing the total of the remaining sample after filtering. 
We then  use the count function in Excel to determine how many samples remain. By dividing 
the total sum by the number of samples used for that specific filter, we determine what the means 
are for the PDI, Customers Interrupted, and Crew Hours values.   
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From the Pre Damage Model inputted data and derived calculations described above, 
specific values are determined. An example of such calculations, including the actual calculation, 
values, and formulas used in Excel, are shown in Appendix H.  
All standard deviations in the model are calculated in Microsoft Excel using the 
STDEVA function.  The STDEVA function returns the sample standard deviation for a sample 
whose values have been filtered based on the users inputs.  First excel calculates the variance of 
these values and then takes the square root of them.   We chose STDEVZA over the regular 
STDEV function because STDEVA treats text and false as 0 and True as the 1, this allows errors 
in data entry to not affect the results.   
Pre Damage Model Outputs 
 
The forecasted values we obtained are then displayed in the Forecast ETR graph located 
on the Forms worksheet. The graph displays ETR in days on the X axis and Number of Crews on 
the Y Axis. The overall forecasted Customers Interrupted is also displayed on the Forms page 
along with Forecasted Crew Hours. Figure 11 is an example of the Forecast ETR graph and Pre-
Storm results.
Figure 11: Screenshot of Pre Damage Outputs 
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 If the end user needs information that is more precise than found on the graph, the actual 
numbers are displayed on the ETR Data worksheet under the Pre-Damage Column B 
(B8:B1008). Figure 12 is an example of the precise values for ETR for a specific number of 
 
 
crews available. 
 
Figure 12: Screenshot of Pre damage ETR 
Data sheet 
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Post Damage Model  
 
The Post Damage Model is a function that builds upon the information used in the Pre 
Damage Model. This function was designed as a refinement to the Pre-Damage Model. Its 
primary task is to refine the predicted crew hours by using the initially inputted data and  
Figure 13: Manual inputs on 'Forms' tab of model: Severity Multiplyer 
and Actual CI (customers interrupted) 
 
 
combining it with actual customers interrupted data (determined by National Grids PowerOn 
system). The reason for the secondary input is that the Pre Damage model is a generic function; 
it does not take into account any outside factors, only previous storms. This Post Damage Model 
is designed to create an accurate forecast based on current condition and historical data. The 
Model consists of two separate inputs: ‘Actual Customers Interrupted’ (CI), determined by 
PowerOn, and ‘Desired Length (Days)”. Both of these are manual inputs located below the Pre- 
Damage Inputs and denoted by Blue boxes on the forms page, as shown in Figure 13. 
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 Model Calculations 
The major difference from the Pre Damage Calculations is the creation of the Customer 
Interrupted Crew Hours (CI CH).Like the Pre Damage Model a forecast is created for each value 
within the Minimum to Maximum Available Crew Range. The addition of the first input, CI is 
used to determine the Customer Interrupted Crew Hours. This variable is used in the same way 
Figure 14: Screenshot of Post damage ETR data sheet
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as the Forecast Crew Hours from the Pre Damage Model but instead of factoring the CH 
Coefficient (Average PDI/Average Crew Hours), which approximates the CI, the model uses real 
Customer Interrupted value. The CH CI is calculated by: (CI / CI Coefficient + Standard 
Deviation/Z-Value). To correlate this to the ETR Post Storm Calculator Graph (Found directly 
below the Forecast ETR Graph on the “Forms” Sheet) each value between the Minimum and 
Maximum Crews Available is graphed using the function [CI CH/ (# of Crews * Shift 
Time(Hours))].  This range of values can be found on the ETR Data Worksheet, column F 
(F8:F1008).  
The second major calculation is a derivative of the first. At National Grid’s request we 
added a function to calculate the number of crews required given a desired ETR. The National 
Grid user has the ability to enter a desired number (in days) required to restore the electrical grid. 
Using previously inputted information the formula used is: [CI CH / (Desired ETR * Shift 
Time)]. This is displayed above in Figure 13. 
From the Post Damage Model inputted data and derived calculations described above, 
specific values are determined. An example of such calculations, including the actual calculation, 
values, and formulas used in Excel, are shown in Appendix H.  
 
Post Damage Model Outputs:  
 
There are three additional outputs from the Post Damage Model. The First is the ETR 
(Post Storm Calculator) Graph. It is oriented with the same X and Y axis as the Pre Damage 
Graph and is located directly under it on the Forms worksheet. The precise value for ETR (in 
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Days) is located on the ETR Data Page (column F8:F1008) to the right of the Pre Model 
calculations.  The second is the CI CH value. As explained above, this value is the prediction of 
the number of Crew Hours needed based on the actual customers interrupted. This number is 
directly used in the graph calculations and allows for the correlation between Crews and the 
actual CI. This is displayed to the left of the graph. Directly under that output cell is the output 
for Required Crews (Based on desired number of Days to restoration). This number will change 
directly related to the input of the National Grid End User and has no bearing on any other 
calculations in the model. Figure 15 displays the ETR (Post Storm Calculator) Graph. To the left 
of the graph, is the Crew Hours based on Customer Interrupted value (CI CH) and the Required 
Crews value. 
Figure 15: Screenshot of Post Damage Outputs 
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These outputs are designed to supplement the National Grid effort to repair storms. As 
noted earlier due to the insufficient amount of data this model has the potential to be inaccurate. 
As more data is added the accuracy of the model will increase.  
One important detail to take into consideration is the sample size that the model utilizes. 
The table below breaks down sample size by event type. It also includes the range of PDI’s 
found within the data. Notably, Thunderstorm events make up the majority of the data points 
(129 Events) while both Tropical Events and Sustained Wind Events each only consist of one 
data point 
Event Index Event Type 
# of Recorded 
Events 
PDI Range 
1 Freezing Rain 7 1 and 2 
2 Heat 3 1 
3 Heavy Rain 10 1 and 2 
4 
Sustained 
Winds 1 2 
5 Thunderstorms 129 1 through 3 
6 Tropical Event 1 1 
7 Wind Gusts 32 1 and 2 
Table I: Sample size per Event Type 
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 :  
Sample Forecast  
Pre Damage Post Damage 
Event Type Wind Gusts Actual CI 57,150 
PDI 2 Desired Restoration 2.5 Days 
Confidence Level High     
Shift Time 16 Hours     
Other SM = 25%     
Figure 16: Example of Model Calculations 
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 V. MQP Observations 
 
As a Major Qualifying Project (MQP) for Industrial Engineering and Management 
Engineering  students, this project has fulfilled the requirements set forth by Worcester 
Polytechnic Institute.  Unlike other projects, the MQP requires more than merely researching a 
topic and developing recommendations for a sponsoring company or faculty member.  Our MQP 
demanded that we build an actual tool.  Our sponsoring agency, National Grid, has been looking 
for ways to improve how they calculate ETR when a storm will occur.  We have developed a 
tool that will meet National Grid’s needs at this time.  
 We needed to establish exactly what National Grid needs were to reach their objective. 
Speaking with representatives from National Grid, we determined that a tool was necessary to  
provide concrete predictions when restoring electric power, which they can in turn report to 
regulators and customers.  As explained in the background methodology section, we did some 
initial research on the company and why utility firms need such a tool.  Most of this we 
researched by speaking directly to National Grid representatives and reviewing previous projects 
and documents that address this subject.  
 It was imperative that we integrate a number of factors in order to present National Grid 
with a model that would be suitable to their needs. We verified that the main criteria for this 
model included outputs that are factual.  The final product must yield data that is concrete and 
accurate, not based on theoretical data. Other criteria included that the model calculate ETR prior 
to storm damage actually occurring. National Grid wanted this model to be convenient to use, 
meaning additional criteria was that it was comprehensible and simple. It was necessary for us to 
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integrate basic math and logic with the computer software, Microsoft Excel.  This allowed us to 
produce a tool that manipulated data accurately, while taking into account the human factor of 
accessibly and ease of use.  
We have designed and constructed a model in Microsoft Excel that allows a National 
Grid user to input information about a weather forecast, and subsequently the model 
automatically outputs the ETR based on that information.  This has met National Grid’s needs in 
more way than one along with the WPI requirements for the senior capstone project (MQP).  
Using raw data from past storms, we created a database in Excel, which will draw on pre-
specified information, based on what the user has inputted into the model.  Using basic algebra 
and statistics, we were able to provide National Grid with an output that is based on actual data 
from previous storms.  It was also the desire of National Grid to keep this software simple and 
user-friendly.  By keeping in mind the human aspect when designing this model, we ensured that 
one tab within the Excel file was solely for the user, while other tabs, not readily visible, execute 
the detailed calculations.  This allowed us to keep the user’s tab simple and straightforward, 
avoiding confusion.    
Once the model was constructed, it was necessary for us to test it.  The model has several 
components that allowed us to do this successfully.  By selecting multiple combinations of the 
storm type and severity, we were able to compare the outputted Forecasted Crew Hours and 
Forecast ETR graph with National Grid’s past experiences and data with similar storms. 
 Much of our evaluation of the model included interaction with the National Grid 
representatives.  Their approval of the model’s appearance, input selection, and results were 
necessary for the project’s completion.  Periodic meetings and informal presentations to National 
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Grid allowed them to give feedback and evaluations to the ongoing construction and design of 
the tool.  
 National Grid could have gone in several directions when choosing to construct this 
model. One of the biggest constraints we encountered was the lack of crew hour data from 
previous weather conditions. In the past, it has not been customary to keep records of actual 
Crew Hours per each storm.  This made our acquisition of data difficult, as well as the 
construction of a historic database.  However, line hours were recorded for some storms in 2006 
and 2007.  This allowed us recalculate these values and use recent storm data to construct the 
database and allows National Grid  to input additional storm data when it occurs in the future.  
We were still able to use statistics and basic math functions to provide accurate calculations, 
even though the pool of hard data is relatively small.  We considered constructing a model 
similar to previous projects, but this would not provide National Grid with a model to be used 
before severe weather conditions that are present, nor would it have allowed us to use actual raw 
data.  
By using Microsoft Excel as the main tool for the model, we were able to design 
something that is not only accessible and valid, but also inexpensive.  Since Microsoft Office is 
already a widely used software package, it will not cost National Grid large sums of money to 
implement this tool, in Excel, into their system. This is a simple tool that is also economical. Due 
to the nature of the project and the above stated activities we feel that this project meets the 
design requirements for WPI’s Major Qualifying Projects in both Industrial Engineering and 
Management Engineering.  
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VI. Conclusion 
 
The goal of this project was to improve and refine on past ETR models that had been 
completed by previous MQP teams.  Parameters and requirements by National Grid had been 
redefined after the last project was presented.  National Grid managers indicated the need to have 
a single tool that could calculate crew hour requirements, expected customers interrupted and 
ETR calculations both prior to the storm (forecasting) and after the damage occurred,  when they 
had a count of customers interrupted.  The pre-storm calculations could be used to better prepare 
and stage crews to improve restoration times.  This information had to be used in a logical and 
mathematically accurate process so it could be presented to customers and to the regulators, who 
have been pressuring for more accurate restoration times after serious storms.   
 Following the instructions given to us by National Grid we developed a flow chart of the 
model and project plan.  After gaining approval on the project plan our initial task was to obtain 
the required data from National Grid.  Obtaining the data had been a troublesome point for past 
project teams and was not readily available.  We decided to refine the model and ensure points 
from the past project, including the equations for calculating ETR, were still the ones to use for 
this project while we waited for the needed data to be supplied to us.  This time, it was 
discovered that the data had already been researched for regulatory report purposes and was 
available in a usable format.  Our project team took on the task of formatting the data as well. 
 Once the data was formatted we started building the database and writing the model in 
Excel.  We decided to use filters to stratify the data instead of using regression analysis; we 
found this to be a convenient function that incorporated preexisting Excel functions coupled with 
our own filtering equation. The model was set up to stratify the data by Storm type, PDI level 
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Month and Confidence Level.  After test running the model, the filter for month was removed 
due to a lack of data points.  It can be added back into the model at a future date when it is 
determined enough data exists for time of year analysis. 
 Although the model is complete it still has some limitations, the first couple are 
information related.  A lack of WSI Forecasts (183 Severe Weather Alerts) made it difficult to 
match up to events that were provided to our group.  As more events occur or if past data can be 
obtained it is possible to add them to the data base we created.  The second information related 
limitation is the lack of Line Hours Data to match up to the severe weather alerts.  Like above the 
more of this data that is available the more accuracy the model will have.   
The other limitations are on model functions, one being the previously mentioned Month 
Filter that has been disabled,the other being a Population Density Filter.Tthe data that is provided 
by WSI is for entire sections of states and is not forecasting specifically for certain cities or 
towns, because of this it is not currently possible to filter by population.  It would be possible to 
filter by region but due to the previously mentioned lack of data it would limit the model outputs. 
This model meets as designed meets the requirements of National Grid and has been well 
received by them.  Future updates for the model are incorporated into it and should be a useful 
tool for their organization.  
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Appendix A: Screenshot of Model 
 
 
Figure 17:  Screen shot of National Grid ETR Model 
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Appendix B: Screenshot of Inputs for Pre and Post Storm 
Calculators 
Figure 18:  Close-up Screenshot of Inputs for Pre and Post Storm Calculators 
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Appendix C: Forecast ETR Graph and ETR (Post Storm 
Calculator) Graph 
 
Figure 19:  Forecast ETR and ETR (Post Storm Calculator) Graphs 
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Appendix D: Screenshot of Excel Database of Past Storms 
 
Figure 20:  Screenshot of Excel Database of Past Storms 
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 Appendix E: Screenshot of WSI Forecast Email 
 
 
 
Figure 21:  Screenshot Example of WSI Severe Weather Alert Email Posting 
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 Appendix F: National Grid spreadsheet of past events 
 
Figure 22: Details on Storms and Other Events Impacting Over 50,000 Customers During Last 10 Years file
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Appendix G: National Grid Damage Patrol Assessment Sheet 
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Appendix H: Model Demonstration 
 
Inputs  
Sample Forecast  
Pre Damage Post Damage 
Event Type Wind Gusts Actual CI 57,150 
PDI 2 Desired Restoration 2.5 Days 
Confidence Level High  Minimum Crews  100  
Shift Time 16 Hours  Maximum Crews  200  
Other SM = 25%     
 
Pre Damage Model  
-Number of Storms Returned through Filter = 32  
-Average Crew Hours = 11,264 Hours 
 -Slandered Deviation  (Average Crew Hours) = 1227.7 
 
-Average Customer Interrupted = 73,123 Interruptions  
    -Standard Deviation = 7969.99 
-Average PDI = 1.53 
-Z Value = 2.326 (High Confidence Level = 99% Confidence Level)  
-Severity Multiplier = 25% = 1.25 
 
-PDI CI Coefficient = Average PDI / Average Customer Interrupted  
  =  1.53 / 73,123 = 2.09 *10 -5  
-PDI CH Coefficient = Average PDI / Average Crew Hours  
  = 1.53 / 11,264 = .0001359  
-CI CH Coefficient = Average Customers Interrupted / Average Crew Hours  
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  = 73,123 / 11,264 = 6.49 
 
-Forecasted Customers Interrupted =  
(Selected PDI / PDI CL Coefficient) + (Standard Deviation of Customer Interrupted * Z Value ) * Severity 
Multiplier  
= ( 2 / 2.09 *10 -5 ) + (7969.99 * 2.326)* 1.25 = 142,557 Interruptions  
-Forecasted Crew Hours =  
(Selected PDI / PDI CH Coefficient) + (Standard Deviation of Crew Hours * Z Value ) * 
Severity Multiplier  
= ( 2 / .0001359) + (1227.7 * 2.326)* 1.25 = 21,960 Hours  
-ETR (In Days) = Forecasted CH / (# Crews * Shift Time)  
 *ETR is calculated for each value in the Minimum and Maximum Crew Range 
 For this example we will calculate the first and last value in the range 
 
 @ Crews = 100 
 =21,960 / (100 * 16) = 13.27 Days  
  
 @ Crews = 200  
 =21,960 (200 * 16) = 6.86 Days  
 
 
Post Damage Model  
 
-Customer Interrupted Crew Hours =  
(Actual Customer Interrupted / CI CH Coefficient ) + (Standard Deviation of Crew Hours * Z Value) * 
Severity Multiplier  
 
 = (57,150 / 6.49) + (1227.7 * 2.326) * 1.25 = 14,574 Hours  
 
-Post Damage ETR (In Days) = CI CH / (# Crews * Shift Time)  
 *ETR is calculated for each value in the Minimum and Maximum Crew Range 
 For this example we will calculate the first and last value in the range 
 
 @ Crews = 100 
 =14,574 / (100 * 16) = 9.11 Days  
  
 @ Crews = 200  
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 =14,574 (200 * 16) = 4.55 Days  
 
 
-Required Crews (Given recovery time) = (Customer Interrupted Crew Hours) / (Desired ETR * 
Shift Time) 
 
 =14,574 / (2.5 Days * 16 Hours) = 364 Crews 
